
           
 

Appeal  

on the opening of the cross-border  points on the P olish-Ukrainian, Ukrainian – 

Slovakian, Ukrainian-Hungarian, as well as Ukrainia n-Romanian border line 

 

Expanding contacts between citizens of different countries requires the 

development of border regions and improvement the cross- border network and border 

infrastructure. Before the EU enlargement to the east in 2004 the cross-border points 

located in every 30 km on the border line of EU member states and neighbour 

countries.  

However, on the Polish-Ukrainian, Ukrainian-Hungarian, Ukrainian - Slovakian 

and Ukrainian-Romanian border lines the cross-border points located at a distance of 

more than every 50 km. Besides, the close cultural, economic and friendly contacts, and 

introduction of the local border traffic regime between Ukraine, Poland, Hungary, 

Slovakia cause the opening of new crossing points, especially in mountain areas, 

including points that mentioned in state and regional programs:  

• on the Ukrainian- Polish border line:  Belz-Budynin, Nyzhankovychi-

Malbhovitse, Mshanets - Bystre, Boberka - Zhuravyn "and" Lubnya-

Volosate,  

• on the Ukrainian-Slovak border line:  "Solomon-Chiyerna, Mali Selmentsi - 

Wielkie Slementse (changing the type of connection  auto cross-border 

line), "Zabrid - Ulich" and "Storozhnytsya – Zagora;  

• on the Ukrainian-Hungarian border: Kosino - Barabash, Vilok - Tysobech 

(waterway), "Big Palladium-Kishpalad , Dyyda (Didovo)-Berehdorots and; 

• on the Ukrainian-Romanian border line:  Hyzha  - Tarna Mare, Solotvino- 

Sighetu Marmatiei (new bridge), "Tyachiv - Techiv "(new bridge)," The 

White Church - Sighetu, Shebene - Poienile de Sub Munte. 

  

             According to the above-mentioned the leaders of the self-government in the 

border regions that are included to the membership of Interregional Association 

"Carpathian Euroregion appeal to the governments of Ukraine, Hungary, Slovakia, 

Poland and Romania with the following:  

- to support the proposal of Ukrainian national side concerning establishment of 

the mentioned cross-border points on the Polish-Ukrainian, Ukrainian-Hungarian, 

Ukrainian- Slovakian and Ukrainian-Romanian border line. 



  

- to consider the question of the opening these cross-border points at the meetings 

of the Interstate Commissions on the cross-border cooperation of Carpathian 

Euroregion participants.  

Approved in Ukrainian and English, dated 8th September 2010, in Uzhgorod, Ukraine. 

 
 

 


